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Up2Us formed as an alliance of environmental
groups in the Mansfield Shire in 2008. In the first
CLEA session, their committee decided they needed
to move their partners towards the financial
support that would allow Up2Us to act on the
opportunities they saw locally. Their Question
Without an Easy Answer was:
How do we maintain and grow the
partnerships we’ve begun?
To step towards that, the committee decided to
keep giving their partners the numbers on what
they were doing, but also tell the story of their
projects and the impact these are having. The
numbers and the stories go hand in hand, says
Kerstie Lee, the facilitator at Up2Us. Putting both in
the context of goals for the Mansfield area shows
the difference the Alliance is making:
“I had the chance to ask the Shadow Environment
Minister what he really wants to read in our funding
reports. He said he wanted reporting that was
clearly linked to a strategic plan for the area, a longterm game plan. That would give him the assurance
that government investment was not ad hoc, but
was making a difference to achieving long-term
goals.”

How do we maintain and grow the partnerships we’ve begun?
Five things that make a difference
• Commit to documenting and telling our
stories as a regular part of what we do
• Use our Facebook page and our local
newspaper to get regular news out
about what we’re doing

• Invest time in case studies that
document what our landholders are
doing and how our projects support
them.
• Say yes to partners when they want to
visit. Use this as an opportunity to give
them the big picture of Up2Us and the
Mansfield district.
• Use our staff to think through how to
frame issues and stories. Use committee
members connected to each project to
check the language and targeting to
communicate projects and what the
Alliance is about.

Telling the story
The case studies Up2Us are writing tell the
story of a specific landholder or group of
landholders. Each is built around a template:
• Issue – what was the beginning motivation
for the landholder, the problem they
decided they must take on, or the
opportunity they saw?
• Solution – what have they now put in place
that is working for them?
• Impact – what have been the benefits for
the landholder, for their property and for
the wider catchment as they see it?
The emphasis is on the person and why they
have taken the path they have. Rather than
trying to cram in all the technical details of
how they have done what they have done,
the case study paints a picture of the people,
what they have achieved, and why this is
important to them.

Up2Us are putting together a Biodiversity Strategy
for their district that will allow them to show their
priorities to others are and assess and demonstrate
their progress.
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